Sharing the critically ill patient’s information with the family: Reflections and lessons learned
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ABSTRACT

Objective: This article highlights the lessons learned from sharing the critically ill patient’s health information with the family. The objective of the study was to explore the reflections of intensive care unit (ICU) nurses with regards to their encounters with sharing the critically ill patient’s information with the family.

Methods: Four focus group interviews were conducted with purposively selected ICU nurses; and data were analysed using qualitative interpretive analysis.

Results: The findings indicated policy on dispensing patient information and enforcing patients’ rights as the topics from the reflections; from which lessons were learned during sharing patient information with the families.

Conclusions: The ICU nurses learned the importance of sharing information with the families, despite the challenges inherent to maintaining confidentiality.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When a critically ill patient is admitted in the intensive care unit (ICU), doctors, nurses and other multidisciplinary healthcare professionals make continuous communication and share information about the condition of the patient, the prognosis and how to care for the patient throughout. Information can further be shared with different bodies such as the family, friends, the legal systems, the media and the community. The multidisciplinary healthcare professionals, including the nurses responsible for patient care should share information reliably and effectively.[1] Often, the critically ill patients cannot speak for themselves; thus family members become the spokesperson in such instances.[2]

The nurses as the key professionals who care for critically ill patients admitted in ICU are most of the time in contact with the family members of the critically ill patients under their care. The family members are often reliant on the ICU nurses for information regarding the condition and prognosis of the patients, in the absence of the doctor. Information sharing often impact on the privacy and confidentiality of the patient’s health matters.

Nurses have a moral duty to maintain the confidentiality of patient health information.[3] Confidentiality means that personal information about a patient learnt either inside or outside of the practice situation must be kept confidential unless the patient gives consent, there is a legal justification for disclosure or where a real risk of serious harm, injury or damage exists.
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Enforcing the obligation to respect rights is enshrined in the Patients’ Rights Charter which indicates that everyone has amongst others the right to participation in decision making, on matters affecting own health and confidentiality and privacy of information concerning their health.\(^4\) Information concerning one’s health, including information concerning treatment may only be disclosed with informed consent, except when required in terms of any law or any order of court.\(^5\)

The observation and reality is that some of the patients admitted in the ICU are not able to make independent decisions, thus the need for the family to be involved in patient health matters. The family involvement in ICU is important because the patients in ICU are critically ill and sometimes unconscious or sedated. Owing to this, the traditional nurse patient relationship is then replaced by nurse family member patient relationship.\(^6\) Therefore the family may need to have full disclosure of the patient’s information, if they have to make medical decisions on behalf of the patients.

The general hospital policies on maintaining patient confidentiality contains declaration of confidentiality regarding patient information which indicates that all information pertaining to the patient and patient matters will be kept private and confidential. The problem is that whilst there are policies on sharing patient information in the ICUs, there is no guideline on the amount of information the family should receive from the nurses regarding the patient. Each nurse shares information as he or she deems necessary at the time.

The concerns and dissatisfaction about poor communication with providers from patients facing a life-threatening illness and their families have been documented in literature.\(^2\) Furthermore, anecdotal information is known about the views of ICU nurses with regards to sharing the critically ill patients’ information with the families. Each new encounter of the ICU nurse with the family brings with it new experiences regarding sharing patient information. The argument in this article is that there is a need to promote an understanding of and appreciation for the complexity of sharing the critically ill patient’s private information with the family. The objective of this study was to describe the reflections of ICU nurses from sharing patient information with the family. The significance of the article promises to illustrate the lessons learned from sharing patients’ confidential information with the families.

### 2. Methods

A qualitative verbal narrative research, following interpretivism was conducted.\(^7\) The researcher asked the ICU nurses to describe and reflect on their encounters of sharing information with their critically ill patients’ families. Qualitative interpretivism was found to be relevant because the researcher sought to understand the meanings of the encounters as reflected from sharing patient information with the family. The epistemological assumption was that the participants co-create understandings of patient information and therefore can reflect on lessons learned from sharing patient information. The settings were ICUs of 3 private hospitals and 1 public hospital in Gauteng province, South Africa. The ICUs were selected on the functional capacity. The average bed capacity was 12 beds, with 100% bed occupancy rate. This meant that there were always patients in the units, and therefore the likelihood of nurses meeting with the patients families.

#### 2.1 Data collection

Four semi structured focus group interviews were conducted with purposively selected ICU nurses.\(^8–10\) The interviews took place in the rest rooms of the different ICUs where the participants worked and were audio recorded with the permission of participants.\(^10\) The groups comprised 4-5 ICU bedside nurses. The groups were asked to reflect on their experience of sharing patient information with the critically ill patient’s family under their care at any point during their shift. All the participants had had an opportunity to address their patients’ families and provided information about the patient. The interview discussion was focused more about reflection on sharing patient information, which would suggest the lessons learned in this regard.\(^8\) The participants were recruited on the day of data collection, based on their availability to participate in the focus group discussions, which lasted about 35 minutes.

Permission to collect data was obtained from the individual hospital authorities; and ethical clearance was obtained from the Higher Degrees Committee of the Department of Health Studies, University of South Africa. Verbal consent was obtained from the participants following a thorough explanation of the purpose of the study.\(^7\) Participation in the study was voluntary and the participants were informed of their right to withdraw from the study with no penalty. The participants had the same status as they were all bedside nurses and had had an opportunity to share patient information with the family at any stage of their caring for a critically ill patient.\(^9\)

#### 2.2 Data analysis

Audio recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim, read and coded to search for common elements from the reflections on sharing patient information.\(^7,11\) Through this interpretive process, the researcher set out to find out the ways through which the participants make sense of sharing patient
information; in order to discover the lessons learned from the viewpoints held by the participants. On the spot member checking was done to ascertain agreement by the participants that their reflections have been adequately captured and that the conclusions reached in the interpretations were credible. The research design and its implementation were adequately explained. The researcher attempted to establish truth value and trust in relation to the findings of this study by using literature to control the findings.[12]

3. RESULTS
The results focus on the reflections and lessons learned. Two themes that emerged from the reflections on sharing patient information with the family were policy on dispensing patient information and enforcing patients’ rights.

3.1 Policy on dispensing patient information
The participants’ reflections indicated that there were policies on dispensing information to the family and visitors. In some ICUs for this study, the families were provided with information leaflets that explained the steps to follow when seeking patient information. The participants indicated that the need for patient information by the family, sometimes depend on the condition of the patient, such as when the patient is unconscious, intubated or sedated, where the family would ask for the patient information from the ICU nurses, rather than the patient self. The protocols available for dispensing of information were especially about those patients who could not give consent or talk for themselves. However, the doctors are not always in the unit, and it is difficult to measure the amount of information that should be given to the family. The participants are of a view that sometimes the families get too much information that overwhelms them; and they tend to concentrate on the information rather than spend time supporting the patient.

Nurses determine what they are willing or not willing to discuss with patients and families.[13] The interaction between the nurses, family and the patient is based on the response as each situation is unique and need to be evaluated and managed individually.[14] Again, it was difficult to decide with which of the patient’s family and relatives’ information should be shared about the patients’ conditions and progress because of the diversity of individual backgrounds. Disclosure would depend on the patient’s position in the family.[15]

It was also mentioned that the advantages and disadvantages of disclosure should be discussed with the patient, as disclosing information may jeopardize his/her relationship with the family. The safety of the patient should be considered before disclosure.[3] This means that the ICU nurses should ask the patient what information should be shared, with which family members as long as it is in the patient’s best interest. When confidential information is shared it should be relevant, necessary and appropriate.[16]

3.2 Enforcing patients’ rights
The participants indicated that full disclosure of the critically ill patient’s information to the family was the doctor or nurse’s responsibility. The policy state that information could only be given to the closest family members such as spouse, parents or children, that is, especially about the critically ill patients who were ventilated. However, the reflection was that some visitors or relatives would always bypass the system by falsely identifying themselves as the patients’ closest family members in order to receive information about the patient. Families are usually supportive advocates and concerned surrogate decision makers for patients,[17] and are waiting for honest information. It follows that the ICU nursing staff are trying very hard to ensure confidentiality. However, because the ethical discussions are culture bound and family structures are complex; this brings about a problem of whom to share patient information with. Family wants to be informed and to participate to medical decisions.[18] Nurses’ advocacy role also brings about moral distress from ethical duty of maintaining privacy and confidentiality of patient information. Moral distress occurs when nurses are prevented from translating moral choices into moral action; such as when the ICU nurse knows the right thing to do, but is constrained by the policy on sharing patient information.[16] Nurses often felt limited or constrained in their ability to communicate with patients and families especially around topics of code status.[13]

3.3 Lessons learned
The following were the lessons learned from the reflections by the participants during the focus group discussions:

Family is always important and therefore lack of communication may occur during the periods when patients are unconscious or unable to talk due to endotracheal intubation. This was reflected as the time when it becomes important for the family to have adequate information about the patient in order to take over the nurse-patient relationship. Informational support on the progress and prognosis of the patient is important for the family. The participants learned that the policy on dispensing patient information should indicate clearly that the family should identify a spokesperson who will then be informed and be able to share patient information with the broader family. The participants also learned that whilst patients may be treated the same with regards to maintaining confidentiality, each family background is very different when it comes to sharing information.
Quality of information is better than quantity of information: the participants learned that the amount of information to be shared with the family depends on the views of the individual nurses regarding what is important to tell the family at a given time; and also depends on the condition and circumstances around the patient. This brings about differences with regards to what is important, necessary and relevant to share.

4. DISCUSSION
This article presented the reflections of the ICU nurses and the lessons learned from sharing information with the families and maintaining confidential information. The ICU nurses indicated the importance of sharing information with the families, despite the challenges inherent to maintaining confidentiality. Although ICU nurses spend a majority of their time communicating with patients’ families, the reflections from this study demonstrated that nurses may feel constrained in their ability to share information with patients’ families. On the other hand, the family may experience difficulty in understanding the information delivered by the ICU nurses.[19] However, the family should not be excluded during care of the patient.[20]

The lessons learned are congruent with literature that healthcare practitioners seem to be aware of their duty to keep patient information but practical application poses a number of challenges.[13] There are moral issues that affect the nurses in their practice, with reference to sharing information. However, quality of communication and information sharing between ICU nurse and the family could play an important role on the recovery of patient. Rightness or wrongness with regards to whom to share patient information with, underlie professional decision making and the beneficial of patient care, which is related to ethical duties of confidentiality, communication and the centrality of meeting patients’ needs.

Nurses in ICU differ in how to respond to this ethical duty when it comes to maintaining confidentiality of information. The implication of the findings from this study is that there should be continuous robust conversations regarding patient information sharing in the ICUs in order to strengthen the policies on maintaining confidentiality and also to ensure that patients’ families are not left out. Ethical and moral issues should be identified and continuously debated with the families in this regards.

5. CONCLUSION
It was important for ICU nurses to reflect on the lessons learned with regard to sharing patient information with families. The significance of the lessons learned from the reflections could be used to improve information sharing and facilitate maintaining confidentiality of patient information. Further research is recommended on the lessons learned from the nurses working in the general units, in order to ensure consistency of information that will guide the revision of policies related to patient information with the family. The sample size was very small and therefore the findings and conclusions may not be applicable to other situations and populations.
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